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PREFACE
In this review of one important line o f a ctiv it ie s  
o f the American Expeditionary Forces, an e ffo r t  has been made 
to lay stress on events in accordance with their relative im­
portance not only to the necessity of war but to the profess­
ion o f  e le c tr ica l engineering as w ell. In so doing, the 
writer has perhaps expanded on those items with which he was 
most particu larly impressed. It is not intended in any way, 
however, to depreciate other e fforts  and a ctiv it ie s  which were 
of equal importance to the winning o f the war and the advance­
ment o f the profession o f  e le ctr ica l engineering and which in 
another person’ s mind might appear o f  even greater importance 
than those set forth .
The writer was intimately connected with the e le c tr i­
cal a c t iv it ie s  o f  the American Expeditionary Forces, almost 
from the time those a ctiv itie s  began to draw special attention 
until our army in France had practica lly  ceased to ex ist. For 
some time he was located at headquarters, Service o f Supplies, 
where he assisted in preparing many o f the plans for projects 
described herein, gathering data and information, preparing 
requisitions for e le c tr ica l materials, and correlating demands 
for e le c tr ica l power made by the different branches of the army. 
He was la ter  e le ctr ica l engineer for one o f the base sections, 
and during the two months’ existence o f the main portion of the
American Commission to Negotiate Peace was engaged in the 
valuation of the damage done by the Germans to the public 
u t i l i t ie s ,  especially  the e le ctr ica l u t i l i t ie s ,  o f Prance.
A ll figures and data used in -this thesis are taken 
from personal f i le s  and notes of the writer and his associ­
ates in France, augmented and supported in a few instances by 
information from published reports.
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ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES OF THE AMERICAN 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES
1 “ ORGANIZATION OF THE AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCES 
The arrival of General John J. Pershing in France in 
May, 1917, as Commander-in-Chief of the American Expeditionary 
Forces, marked the beginning of a gigantic task which evolved 
about the a ctiv it ie s  of these forces . Henceforth, and until the 
war was long since won and the last United States soldier with­
drawn from France, a portion of our republic was lite ra lly  
transplanted to a new land to be led by its  Commander-in-Chief 
in the one important duty of beating the enemies of democracy.
The obstacles that beset the pioneers of this new 
republic were many and varied. The shipping problem was a 
contentious one for  the powers at home, and the solving of i t  
caused additional problems for the forces abroad. Port, ra il­
road, and terminal fa c i l i t ie s ,  shelter for  troops and for  stores, 
hospitals for sick and wounded, means of communication between 
units, and, most important of a ll ,  supplies and amunition 
which could not be provided at home for fighting troops, must 
be provided before a m illion or two m illion , or three m illion 
men, as necessity might require, could be successfully thrown 
into the struggle. The great distance of our forces in France 
from the base of their supplies in the United States necessitated 
the formation of a new base abroad; and the formation of a new 
base meant engineering problems such as had never before faced 
any army. On account of rapid developments at the front, the 
nature of these problems changed daily; whatever is said of the
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solution o f, and the a ctiv itie s  in connection with them can 
only he considered in the light o f a perspective and not of 
any single day's events. The major portion of the a ctiv ities  
of the American Expeditionary Forces being confined to France, 
only incidental features, such as purchasing of materials and 
sending of an occasional fighting unit, occurred in other 
European countries.
The engineering problems before our army in France 
were made more serious because of three important factors, v ia ,, 
the scarcity of materials, the industrial deficiency of France, 
and the complications incidental to operating in a friendly 
country, Europe had been depending on the United States for 
materials to replace the wanton waste of war. The increased 
demands made by our army for  the supplies from home were not 
foreseen far enough ahead to permit of an ample supply being 
placed in France, The industries in France had been restrained 
in operations by the lethargy of their workmen and their persist­
ence in the use of hand rather than mechanically-operated too ls . 
The customary conventions and courtesies necessary in a friendly 
country precluded the high handed methods by which the enemy 
had converted the large industries of northeastern France to his 
own use.
For purposes of convenience of administration of our 
army, France was divided into two zones, the extent of each of 
which changed according to the progress of events at the front. 
These zones became known as the Zone of the Armies, within which 
a ll e fforts were concentrated on actual warfare, and the S,0*S, 
(Service of Supplies) within which e ffo rts  were directed toward
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the supplying of food, amunition, and equipment to the fighting 
forces. Within the Zone of the Armies purely m ilitary formations 
prevailed, the largest units consisting of the F irst, and later, 
the Second Annies. Each of these was subdivided into corps, and 
the corps into divisions, each under a commanding general who 
was responsible for a ll a ctiv ities  in his sector. The Service 
of Supplies was subdivided as indicated in Plate I into an 
Advance Section, D istrict of Paris, an Intermediate Section, and 
six Base Sections in France and one in England centered about 
important ports, each subdivision being in charge of a commanding 
general responsible to the Commanding General, S.O.S.
Each commanding general, including the Commander-in­
Chief, surrounded himself with a general s ta ff, similar to an 
executive committee as advisors to the head of a modern organiz­
ation, each member responsible for  a defin ite line of work and 
for the coordination of e fforts  along this lin e . A chief of each 
branch of the service was also attached to each headquarters, the 
more important of them being the Chief Engineer, Chief Signal 
O fficer, Chief Quartermaster, Chief Ordnance O fficer, and Chief 
Surgeon. The general sta ff passed upon matters of policy  and 
matters between branches of the service. A request for  addition­
al fa c i l i t ie s  in the Service of Supplies, for  instance, was 
considered by the General Staff, S.O.S., and i f  approved referred 
to the Chief Engineer or the Chief Signal O fficer, depending on 
whether the project meant general construction or telegraph or 
telephone construction.
In order to maintain necessary relations between a ll 
of the A llie s , representatives of each were stationed at import-
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ant headquarters of the other. Through these representatives, 
a ll questions affecting a llied  operations were referred to proper 
authorities.
The chiefs of the various "branches of the services 
divided their responsib ilities among certain defin ite subdivisions, 
each in charge of a chief, or d irector. The Chief Engineer, A.E.F, 
divided his responsib ilities among the Division of M ilitary Engin­
eering and Engineering Supplies, charged with the procurement, 
storage, and distribution of and the furnishing of technical advice 
relative to engineering supplies; the Division of Light Railways 
and Roads, charged with the construction of light railways and 
roads and the operation of the former, in the advance areas; the 
Division of Construction and Forestry, charged with a ll construct­
ion and forestration in the Service of Supplies; and the Chief 
Engineer’ s Sections of the First and Second Armies, charged with 
a ll engineering a ctiv itie s  in the sectors of the respective armiesi 
The Chief Signal O fficer subdivided his responsib ilities function­
ally  between the telephone, telegraph, and signal sections.
Practically  a ll of the a ctiv it ie s  of the Signal Corps 
were e le ctr ica l; the e lectr ica l a ctiv it ie s  of the Engineer Corps 
were concentrated, on a reduced scale, in the front line work, and 
on a greatly enlarged scale in the monstrous construction program 
carried on in the Service of Supplies by the Division of Constructj 
ion and Forestry. Other services were concerned with e le ctr ica lly  
operated factories and shops; a ll enjoyed the privileges of e lec­
tr ic  ligh ts . The Chief Engineer of each subdivision and section 
had on his sta ff an E lectrica l Engineering O fficer. On 
large projects, an e lectr ica l engineer was assigned to have
charge of e lectr ica l construction; on smaller ones either an 
o ffice r  conversant with the e le ctr ica l problem in hand was placed 
in charge, or e lectr ica l work done under direction of the E lectric­
al Engineering O fficer at headquarters.
An Electrical-Mechanical Section was organized in the 
o ffice  of the Chief Engineer, A,E.F., to co-ordinate estimates, 
requisitions, and purchases of e lectr ica l supplies. This section 
was later absorbed by the Division of M ilitary Engineering and 
Engineering Supplies, and the functions of purchasing engineering 
supplies vested in the General purchasing Board, A Technical 
Board, composed of capable civ ilia n  o ffice rs , was formed as a 
part of the sta ff of the Engineer purchasing Agent of the General 
purchasing Board, its  function being to act in an advisory 
capacity, especially on electrical-m echanical problems, to a ll 
services. An Electrical-Mechanical Section was organized in the 
o ffice  of the Chief Engineer, S ,0 ,S ., later merged with the plant 
Construction Division, and charged with the preparation of plans 
for e lectr ica l installations of a ll kinds in the Service of 
Supplies, the co-relation  of power demands, and the procurement 
of available power from French sources,
A regiment of e lectr ica l men (the 37th Engineers) was 
formed to take charge of the e le ctr ica l work in the army areas. 
These men followed closely  after the fighting men, installing 
power plants and lines and operating e le ctr ica lly  driven shops 
for repairing fighting equipment* A similar regiment was 
planned for the Service of Supplies, but its  organization was 
not completed until after the cessation of h o s t il it ie s , A 
regiment of e lectr ica l construction and operating men was
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designed for installing and operating e lectr ic  cranes on the 
docks, "but a portion of this regiment was used in general e lectr ic , 
al construction. A Search Light Regiment for operating and main­
taining e lectr ic  search ligh ts , used extensively in locating 
enemy a ircraft and nocturnal operations, was organized and used 
to advantage. E lectrica l range finding and locating devices were 
used extensively on the front lin es, "being operated "by detachments 
of e lectr ica l men. Numerous other detachments were selected from 
a ll sources and used as needed and available. Men rendered unfit 
for front line duty were carefu lly graded and selected according 
to a b ility  and training and furnished a good supply of e lectr ica l 
workers. plans were on foot for the organization in the united 
States of numerous e lectr ica l battalions to operate a ll  French 
power plants, furnishing energy to the American Expeditionary 
Forces, and to construct and operate a number of additional plants 
for the use of those forces. These plans were interrupted by the 
cessation of h o s t il it ie s .
The signal Corps organized battalions, complete within 
themselves, for telephone and telegraph work, each battalion being 
capable of taking over a section and constructing and operating 
either the telephone or telegraph systems therein. The integrity 
of these battalions was maintained practica lly  throughout, although 
numerous smaller units were organized for  special work as required,,
O fficers and men were carefully picked for these 
technical services according to their capabilities , plates II-A 
and II-B show the two sides of a rating card used for a ll 
o ffice r s , by means of which they could be especially selected
(PLATE I I - A  FRONT OF RATING CARD)
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for special jobs, All information concerning himself was supplied 
by each o ff ic e r ; thereafter he was rated period ica lly , as indic­
ated under RATING, on his performance during a certain period.
This rating method is founded on a modern e fficien cy  basis and 
proved highly successful in the proper grading of o ffice rs .
The Engineer Corps was the largest of the technical 
services, its  personnel of o ffice rs  and men being divided as 
follows on November 11, 1918;
With Armies 86,400
Division of Construction and Forestry ( Construction)
43,000
Division of Construction and Forestry (Forestry)
18,500
Supplies 7,600
Miscellaneous (Training, schools, etc) 18,500
Total 174,000
In addition, there were employed on road construction, 
under supervision of the engineers,
34,500 other troops
34.000 civ ilians
15.000 prisoners of war.
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II -  CONTROL OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES BY THE AMERICAN
____ _ ______EXPEDITIONARY FORCES _________
The purchasing of supplies in the United States was 
centered in a purchasing hoard at Washington which regulated its  
a ctiv ities  largely according to requisitions, monthly or oftener 
as occasion arose, prepared by General s ta ff , S.O.S. Each branch 
of the service in France prepared a quarterly and a monthly fore­
cast of materials that would probably be needed, and a monthly 
requisition for materials actually needed. These forecasts were 
co-related by the General Staff, S.O.S., and combined into their 
requisitions. Definite tonnage was a llotted  each class of 
supplies, the amount depending on the shipping space available; 
thi3 space increased rapidly as new ships were rushed to complet­
ion, old ships re fitted , and interned vessels employed. The 
total engineering supplies transported from the United States in 
1918 amounted to over one and one-half m illion tons, of which 
e lectrica l supplies formed only about 3,000 tons. An automatic 
supply of certain materials was arranged for, a certain amount 
either being shipped each month or held available at port depots 
in the United States for ready shipment according to cabled re­
quisitions. E lectrica l supplies were placed in this la tter  
category.
Engineering purchases in Europe were made by the Enginet 
Purchasing Agent dually responsible to both the General purchas­
ing Agent and the Director of M ilitary Engineering and Engineer­
ing Supplies. A similar board was maintained by each of the 
A llies and a ll purchases made by mutual agreement in order to 
avoid competition for materials on the open market. A ll purchases)
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made in France had f ir s t  to he approved by the French Ministre 
de 1*Armament who had under his control a ll the products of the 
country. Representatives of these hoards operated not only in 
a llied  countries hut also in Spain, Switzerland, and other neutral 
countries. In the la tter, fierce  competition was had with enemy 
agents and enemy sympathizers causing an exhorbitant increase in 
prices and a corresponding decrease in the quality of materials.
The e ffect of the war on prices of materials in France 
is reflected in the tables shown in Appendix A, showing prices 
either paid hy or offerred to the united States forces in France, 
prices of French made e lectr ica l goods were, previous to the war, 
slightly  below prices for similar articles  in the United States, 
hut with the increasing d ifficu lty  in obtaining raw materials 
and the shortage of labour, prices rose more rapidly in France 
than elsewhere. A careful analysis made shortly after the close 
of h o s t ilit ie s  showed the post-war prices for construction 
materials including e lectrica l supplies to he between 2.35 and
3.00 times normal 1914 prices.
A number of A llied factories were closed down early 
in the war due to the mobilization of the owners and the imposs­
ib i l ity  of obtaining raw materials* Many of these, together with 
some which had been used for the manufacture of materials not 
particu larly essential in winning the war, were taken over by the 
United States forces and operated with either soldier or c iv ilian  
la&Oir. The output from others was contracted for and a ll  oper­
ations put under the control of our army. Modem effic ien cy  
methods and standardization of products and methods were intro­
duced from American practice* American machinery was installed
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and American fuel consumed, Wherever possible e le c tr ica lly  
driven machinery was used and obsolete prime-movers discarded.
The standardization of products has not been carried 
to any great degree in European contries as i t  has been in the 
United States, therefore i t  was necessary to use a varying lo t  of 
standards and correlate them as best possible. E lectric frequenc­
ies and voltages, e lectr ic  appliances and safety standards, and 
methods of e lectr ica l construction varied decidedly from our own. 
This necessitated otherwise unnecessary equipment and apparatus 
and excessive labor,, the use of which was a great drawback to 
e ffic ien t operation.
To take care of the supplies from the States and 
supplies bought in Europe ahead of demands, large storage depots, 
situated at Is -su r-T ille , in the Advance Section, Gievres and 
Chateauroux in the Intermediate Section, and Montoir, St.Sulpice, 
Miramas and La p a llice , in Base Sections numbers 1, 2, 5, and 7» 
were b u ilt , .  The capacity of these was designed to provide 
space, open or covered, for  fo rty -fiv e  days supplies at the base 
port depots, thirty days at the intermediate depots, and fifteen  
days at the advanced depot. Engineering supplies alone occupied
14,352,000 square feet of open storage space, and 1,496,500 square 
feet of warehouse space. Intricate railroad sidings were constr­
ucted to serve this storage space, a total of over nine hundred 
miles of such siding being constructed by the engineers.
Each storage depot was under a Commanding O fficer who 
received, arranged for , and shipped out goods on proper requis­
it io n , The Director of M ilitary Engineering and Engineering 
Supplies through his Engineer Depot O fficer was responsible for
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a ll the engineering supplies and for the distribution to points 
where required. The Chief Signal O fficer was similarly respons­
ible fo r  signal supplies.
Supplies arriving from the States were invoiced to the 
Chief o f the Service concerned and receipted for by his represent­
ative at the storage depot. They were then stored and indexed.
An o ffice r  requiring engineering supplies for his command placed 
a requisition with the head of his department, by whom it  was in 
turn forwarded to the depot. The Depot O fficer had the goods 
loaded on cars and an O.D.T. (Ordre de Transport) (sim ilar to a 
b i l l  of lading) made out giving permission for the goods to be 
shipped, and notified  the consignee that his shipment was tinder 
way. Car load lo ts  were shipped immediately, but less than car 
load lo ts  were held awaiting requisitions which would permit o f 
a fu ll  car load being shipped. (This was not so serious, however, 
in view of the fact that French railway cars have only a capacity 
of from ten to twenty tons.) The French railroads were then 
responsible for the goods (except in a few cases where s tr ictly  
United States trains were operated) until the goods were received 
at the desired point. Often and especially  in times of a car 
shortage, a soldier or group of soldiers was sent with a shipment 
as a convoy to hasten delivery and prevent loss en route.
Convoys of new automobiles proceeding inland from 
base ports were loaded with supplies to save railroad equipment. 
Automobile convoys in a ll directions proved a ready means of 
transportation and especially in the advance areas where they 
were practica lly  the only means.
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III - ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES IN COMBAT SECTIONS
Rapidity and fa c il ity  of movement were essential in 
combat sections, and e le ctr ic ity  was well adopted to these re­
quirements. Although large e lectr ica l installations and develop­
ments which became a feature in the Service of Supplies were 
tota lly  lacking in the Zone of the Am ies, e le c tr ic ity  played an 
important part ih both destructive and preventative work. 
E lectrica l fir in g  machines were used early in the war when under­
ground mining was popular. An attempt was made to e le ctr ify  wire 
entanglements, but this proved unsuccessful. Searchlights for 
spotting nocturnal enemy operations in the air and on the ground 
and for signalling purposes were extensively used. They received 
power from small gasoline engine-generator sets, mounted in 
complete units on portable trucks, and were so arranged that the 
light could be removed several hundred feet from the engine and 
avoid the danger of drawing shell f ir e  upon i t .  A range of five  
miles or more was possible for detecting enemy air craft, and an 
even greater distance could be covered in signalling. In locat­
ing aeroplanes, two searchlights were trained on the craft and 
followed its  operations to give an opportunity for the a rtillery  
or machine guns to f ir e  on i t .
E lectric microphones were used extensively to deter­
mine the location of enemy guns, underground digging, and aero­
planes. These instruments, similar in principle to a telephone 
transmitter, were placed at vantage points along the front, 
spaced from a hundred to a thousand feet apart, and a number in 
a given sector connected by wire to a central observation post. 
Sounds were transmitted e le ctr ica lly , and almost instantly,
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from the microphones to the observation post where the exact 
time of the occurrence of the sound could be noted, When a big 
gun fired , the exact time at which its  report reached each 
instrument was thus found and from this the location of the gun 
determined.
Means of communication between fighting units was 
essential, and it  was here that the Signal Corps came into 
prominence. This corps was early on the ground after any oper­
ation, stringing its  wires along the ground, in trenches, or on 
abandoned poles and shellswept trees, A different colored wire 
was used for each branch of the service, such as green for 
infantry, red for a rtille ry , and so on. Buzzers and telegraph 
sets were operated over a single wire, with ground return, while 
an extensive telephone system was installed by using twisted pair 
and cable. Liaison between a ll fronts could thus be maintained, 
and operations directed from far in the rear. A rtillery  Observ­
ation O fficers directed the f ir e  of their batteries by tele­
phone from an observation point some distance away,
A small portable buzzer set weighing five  pounds and 
consisting of a buzzer, sending key, telephone receiver, condens­
er, two dry ce lls , and accessories proved useful. Portable 
fie ld  telephone sets were used and a tuning co il attached so 
that a ll parties except the one called would be unable to over­
hear a conversation. This was especially useful when a large 
number of phones was connected on the same pair of wires, and 
served to prevent the enemy picking up too much information from 
an abandoned wire which had not been disconnected. Central 
stations were established in convenient dugouts, but central
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station switching was used only on the more important lin es .
Small portable wireless telegraph sets proved useful 
for signalling to the rear, picking up enemy messages, and for 
communicating with aeroplanes. These were operated by small 
gasoline engine sets, antennae being placed on posts, trees, or 
temporary rods as available. A small compact set weighing about 
sixty pounds, and containing a generator, r e c t if ie r , propeller, 
and condenser, and accessories, was bu ilt for use on aeroplanes. 
This was suspended from the rear of the machine with one terminal 
attached to the metal part o f the plane and the other to a wire 
hanging f i f t y  to a hundred yards below, and supplied a ll the 
energy needed for operating over a range up to 100 miles. Aero­
planes, thus equipped were used to observe enemy operations and 
the e ffect of shell f ir e , and to signal back to our batteries.
One of the f ir s t  steps a fter the occupation of a 
captured town was to rehabilitate the e lectr ic  lines and start 
the lighting system.. Small gasoline-driven 110 and 220 volt 
e le ctr ic  generators proved useful in these cases. Dugouts 
occupied by the more important headquarters were similarly lighted 
as were less important places when equipment was available. 
Captured enemy trenches showed that the Germans had looked to 
the matter of underground comfort much more than had the a ll ie s .
Small portable shops, e le ctr ica lly  operated, followed 
closely  behind the fighting armies for repairing smaller apparatus 
and equipment. These received power either from e lectr ic  sys­
tems in towns or from portable gasoline sets. The shops were 
especially useful for repairing motor equipment and gun parts.
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IV -  ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE SERVICE OP SUPPLIES
The Service of Supplies, analagous to a huge production 
center, presented some real engineering problems; and with them 
a ll was hound up the problem of e le ctr ifica tion . Appendix B 
shows an estimate of the power requirements for the American 
Expeditionary Forces, based on projects contemplated early in 
1918, together with the proportion that could be expected to be 
received from French sources, and the remainder to be supplied 
by our own plants. The total estimated requirement of 31,000 
kilowatts included lighting and power which would be necessary 
for e ffic ie n t operation. With the progress of events in 1918, 
the total estimate did not change materially, although due to the 
early cessation of h o s t ilit ie s , less than one half of this amount 
was actually required.
It was considered advisable to u tilize  French power 
sources wherever possible, and to increase the capacity of the 
plants and extend transmission lines at the expense of the 
United States, practica lly  a ll power sources in France are 
controlled by a few large companies with interconnected 
directorates, much the same as are our United States corporations. 
Central o ffice s  of practica lly  a ll  these companies are located 
in Paris, At the outbreak of h o s t ilit ie s  the French Government 
through its  Ministre de L’ Armament and Inspection des Forges 
assumed control of a ll available power. Private concerns and 
industries not engaged in war work were either refused power 
entirely or supplied with very limited amounts. Extensions 
and alterations to existing systems and installation  of new 
systems were made on authority of the Ministre de L'Armament,
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and then only in cases where war motives were advanced by the 
addition.
Close cooperation between United States forces and French 
power plant owners was necessary in order to secure the vast 
amounts of power necessary for our pro jects . Contact with French 
owners was had through the Technical Board organized as a part 
of the General purchasing Board, which dealt with the Ministre de 
L’ Armament, the la tter delegating his authority to the Inspection 
des Forges, which had o ffice s  in a ll the principal c it ie s . 
Arrangements made included the furnishing of machinery and 
equipment, and the securing of increased quantities and better 
quality of coal.
A large part of the e le ctr ic ity  used in France i3 
generated by the water power of the Alps and Pyrenees; from these 
points high tension lines from five thousand to sixty thousand 
volts emanate. Plans were on foot before the war to e le ctr ify  
the railroads of France and use water power for generating the 
e le ctr ic ity , but these plans are not yet perfected. Small streams 
with low fa l ls  are used extensively, and by their use together with 
an extensive transmission system many small communities as well as 
individual isolated houses are supplied with e le c tr ic ity .
Large power centres for generated power are relatively  
few, a vast number of small plants supplying the greatest 
proportion of power, plate III shows the location of the 
principal power plants of France before the war and indicates how 
universal3.y the country is supplied with e le c tr ic ity .
P ractically  a ll power is  generated at f i f t y  cycles, with voltages 
varying from 110 to 12,000; 2,000 and 5,000 are popular
distribution voltages, although 10,000 is not infrequent. Three 
phase, four wire secondaries giving 115 volts to neutral for
lighting, and 3J90 volts between phases for power are extensively
n
.  ;used.
With the loss of the important coal fie ld s  of Prance due 
to the German invasion, England became the important coal supply­
ing centre for the a llie s  and virtually controlled the situation.
An A llied Fuel Board was charged with the distribution of coal to 
the various armies and projects, and to this end pooled a ll the 
French supply, the great English supply, and the varying amounts 
coming from the United States, directing their disposition accord­
ing to m ilitary exigencies. Each a lly  was allowed only what was 
needed, an exchange between a llie s  except as a straight loan being 
impossible. As a result of the coal situation, a very poor quality 
of fuel was furnished the public u t i l i t ie s  and efficien cy  in 
operation dropped accordingly. Appendix D, giving the results of 
a series of tests made at a large French power plant by o ffice rs  
of our array, pictures this loss of e ffic ien cy  very forcib ly , and 
shows why the United States forces brought a ll pressure to bear 
to raise the quality of coal furnished u t il it ie s  supplying them 
with power.
So far as possible construction and operating projects 
were grouped so as to u tilize  power from existing sources, but 
as the size of our forces rapidly increased with the troop 
movement of 1918, this plan could no longer be carried out. It 
became necessary to provide our own power sources and with the 
d ifficu lty  in obtaining materials this threatened to delay 
progress. Preference was given to coal-consuming plants as coal
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was easier to transport and to store than either gasoline or fuel 
o i l ;  hut in the emergency, gasoline driven direct current e lectr ic  
generating sets proved most useful and were procured in great 
numbers both in France and in the United States in sizes ranging 
from 1 to 25 kilowatts, and with voltages from 110 to 220; each 
set was mounted on a frame complete with switch board, tank, and 
accessories, so as to be readily portable. The smaller sets were 
especially valuable in combat work, while the larger sets were 
used for installations in the Service of Supplies being especially 
useful in hospital work. Appendix C shows the results of tests 
on two of these sets and the efficiency  at which they were 
operated.
Camps located haphazardly over the country presented the 
largest purely lighting load, but the problem was not so serious 
on account of the fact that rough methods of installation  could 
be used. Standard 100 x 20 foot demountable wooden barracks 
housing 100 men were used wherever existing French structures 
could not be had, and these were easily and quickly wired with 
two wires running their entire length and three to five  25 watt 
lamps suspended at intervals. Barracks were often grouped and 
used not only for sleeping quarters but also for o ffices  and 
storerooms. In the la tter cases, additional lights were required 
so that the average load in a camp amounted to practica lly  five 
watts per man. The French had bu ilt a number of permanent stone 
barracks, which were practica lly  evacuated when the soldiers were 
called to the front; these were largely used by our troops and had 
to be wired as the French had used only coal o il  lamps.
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Warehouses, open storage space, docks, and motor parks 
were practica lly  as busy at night as in the daytime, and had to be 
lighted. On account of the vast space covered by the storage 
depots and the consequent large amount o f wire that would have 
been necessary to properly light them, certain warehouses and 
open storage spaces were designated at convenient points where 
most of the night work was to be done, and these places lighted. 
Acetylene flares were used elsewhere. Most warehouses consisted 
of a rough timber framing covered with corrugated iron, and rangec 
in sizes from 50 x 20 feet to 50 x 1000 feet. The wiring of them 
was equally simple. A number of fireproof buildings of inter­
changeable angle iron frames and corrugated iron coverings were 
used, and these necessitated special lamps, insulators, and 
fixtures.
The hospital program, providing accomodations for 
141,000 patients, presented an important e lectr ica l problem.
Xrays so v ita lly  necessary in war surgery, and operating lamps, 
s te r ilise rs , and other accessories had to be provided with 
steady and reliable  current. Fourteen main centers as base 
hospitals were established as follows:
Mars 20,000 beds Perigeux 5,000 beds
Mesves 20,000 beds Bazoilles 5,000 beds
Savenay 17,000 beds Kerhoura 5,000 beds
Beaune 10,000 beds Rimacourt 5,000 beds
Allerey 10,000 beds Avion 5,000 beds
Beau Dessert 10,000 beds Reignac 5,000 beds
Montoir 5,000 beds La Souge 5,000 beds
In addition to these, th«re were a number of 3000 beds
• so*
and smaller units, although practica lly  none of the projects were 
actually completed at the time of the signing of the armistice.
The large units required f i f t y  buildings for every 
1,000 patients, with an e lectr ica l load of 30 kilowatts for the 
same number. For the entire hospital program, 500 miles of 
insulated wire were required for interior wiring in addition to 
the miles of weatherproof or bare wire (used extensively by the 
French) required for exterior wiring. P ractica lly  a ll centers 
were to be fed by transmission lines from existing French power 
sources, but owing to the delay in securing materials, gasoline 
sets were largely used.
The Ordnance Repair Shops at Mehun werethe largest 
single power consumers, with a requirement of 2500 kilowatts on 
October 1, 1918 and an estimated load of 5000 kilowatts by March, 
1919, and 7200 kilowatts by August, 1919, a ll  to be supplied by 
the French power plant at Mazieres near Bourges. Equipment for 
the assembly and repair of a ll ordnance equipment was contained 
in a truck, gun carriage, small aims, woodworking, forging, and 
a reamer shop, covering 1200 acres. The entire project was 
designed by the stone and Webster Company, and equipment purchased 
in the states; construction was done by the Engineer Corps. All 
machinery was e le ctr ica lly  driven by 220 volt d irect current and 
a few 440 volt alternating current motors. E lectric furnaces and 
e le ctr ic  trucks were also employed. Eight 50 x 1000 foot ware­
houses removed some distance from the main shops were used for 
the storage of ammunition.
The Bassens docks, bu ilt entirely by United States 
Engineers on a sloping bank for 4100 feet along the River Gironde
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and providing space for the berthing of ten large vessels at one 
time, were equipped with Gantry cranes and lighted by e lectricity*  
Forty 5 and 10 ton cranes, with a ll accessories, including five  
300 kilowatt rotary convertors for converting the local 13000 volt 
supply to 550 volts for use with the cranes, were designed and 
purchased in the States, but only one half this number had been 
constructed at the time of the signing of the armistice. Plate 
IV shows a typical wiring diagram for  the substations used at a ll 
the docks. The Bassens project together with the 10000 bed 
hospital at Beau Dessert, the storage depot at St.Sulpice which 
received supplies unloaded at Bassens, a refrigerating plant, 
bakery, laundry, repair plants, and necessary camps formed a 
center about Bordeaux requiring approximately 3500 kilowatts.
On account of the saving in time and labor achieved 
by the use of Gantry cranes at Bassens, sixteen were ordered 
for Marseille to be installed on a dock taken over from the 
French in a partial state of completion and completed by our 
engineers, eight for La Rochelle to be installed on existing docks, 
and twelve for St.Nazaire to replace existing steam and hand 
operated cranes. A substation receiving power at 5200 volts from 
the loca l power company for  three 300 kilowatt rotary convertors 
was designed for M arseille; a station receiving power at 8000 
volts from the local company, for two 300 kilowatt rotary convert­
ors was designed for La Rochelle, and a similar station with 
similar units designed to receive power at 5200 volts from the 
loca l company at St.Nazaire. None of these installations was 
made at the time of the signing of the armistice.
The storage yards at Miramas and necessary camps formed
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a sm all power c e n te r  around M a r s e i l le  which the l o c a l  power Compa­
ny co u ld  e a s i ly  su p p ly , A tra n sm ission  l i n e  from h ere , r e c e iv in g  
most o f  i t s  power from  h y d r o -e le c t r i c  s ta t io n s  in  the Lower A lp s 
a ls o  su p p lied  a number o f  h o s p ita ls  and camps a lon g  the 
M editerranean  co a s t  form ed from  con v erted  h o t e ls .
The storage yards at Montoir, the 17,000 bed hospital 
at Savenay, e lectr ic  pumps for supplying not only American troops 
but citizens of St,Nazaire, Montoir and Savenay, a locomotive 
assembly plant at St.Hazaire where giant locomotives were assembl­
ed by soldier-mechanics from parts shipped from the United States, 
dock lighting and a few small factories, together with camps and 
loca l hospitals, formed a group requiring considerable power from 
the loca l company at St.Nazaire. D ifficu lty  experienced in secur­
ing transformers and equipment reduced the adtual requirements 
below those anticipated,
A locomotive assembly shop similar to the one at 
St.Nazaire, a storage depot at La p a llice  where supplies received 
at La Rochelle were to be stored, camps, and the docks formed a 
power center about La Rochelle which would have reached 3500 
kilowatts in 1919,
The storage depot, refrigerating plant, engineer shops 
and camp at Gievres and the combined Air Service production Center 
for  assembling, repairing, salvaging, and storing aeroplanes and 
equipment, and the Motor Reception Park, for storing, repairing 
and salvaging automobiles and equipment, at Romorantin formed 
practica lly  a unit project three miles wide and fiv e  miles long 
constructed on a swampy meadow. The actual poweh requirement 
reached 1000 kilowatts which, on account of the large diversity
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factor, was much "below the 2000 kilowatts total installed . The 
storage depot proved to "be the principal one in France, receiving 
practica lly  a ll engineer stores from the United States, Camps 
included accomodations for the personnel constructing and operat­
ing the project, as well as for casuals, replacements, prisoners 
of war and soldier prisoners, and a large number of Chinese coolies 
The engineer shops assembled and repaired engineer equipment of 
a ll kinds and fabricated products from raw materials shipped from 
the United States so as to save tonnage and shipping space. The 
refrigerating plant was designed and purchased in the United 
States and had storage space for 5000 tons of meat and a daily 
capacity of 500 tons of ice .
The storage depot, engineer shops, camps, and a bakery 
with a daily capacity of 500,000 loaves of bread caused a 1000 
kilowatt load at Is -su r-T ille , The bakery was a model of e f f ic ­
iency and cleanliness, being a complete unit in i t s e l f .  It 
contained a 1000 kilowatt steam turbine power plant, supplying 
220 volts , which had been purchased in England, and this provided 
su fficien t power for the entire p ro ject. The storage depot and 
engineer shops were similar to those at Gievres,
The English and American forces combined to build an 
Anglo-American tank factory at Neuvy pailloux designed to turn out 
3000 tanks by March 1, 1919, This plant covered 23 acres and 
used direct current motors throughout, A 900 kilowatt Diesel o il  
engine plant was designed and partia lly  installed, but the d i f f ic ­
ulty in transporting fuel o il for its  operation led to a decision 
to build a transmission line to Chateauroux and use power from the 
local company instead. The storage yard^camps, and aviation fie ld ,
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to g e th e r  w ith  the tank fa c t o r y  form ed a c o n s id e ra b le  power ce n te r  
about Chateauroux.
Arrangements were made in 1917 for the Transportation 
Corps to take over the car repair shops of the paria-lyon-Medi- 
terranee Railway at Nevers, and to complete their construction 
and operate them. 2500 kilowatts of 220 volt direct current power 
were required in the operations of assembling and repairing ra il­
way cars and locomotives and were supplied by the Compagnie Con­
tinentals Edison, from its  plant at Pourchambault (Garchizy).
The Motor Transportation Corps designed and bu ilt a 
repair shop at Verneuil near Cercy-la-Tour where a ll motor repairs, 
assembly, and storage were to be centralized. Direct current 
motors were used throughout, and together with lighting require­
ments, caused a demand of 800 kilowatts*
Shops requiring 20 to 50 kilowatts were installed by 
the Ordnance Department in a number of places throughout Prance 
for repairing small ordnance equipment. Refrigerating plants, 
laundries, and bakeries were operated in numerous places, A 
central salvage depot where a ll material salvaged from the front 
was repaired, made over, or converted into another use, was 
established at St.Pierre des Corps, near Tours, the 150 kilowatts 
required being supplied largely by an individual steam driven 
plant. Headquarters for the Service of Supplies were also located 
at Tours and presented a considerable power requirement. The 
Transportation Corps planned to use eleven engine terminals where 
locomotives were repaired in e le ctr ica lly  operated shops, but 
only a few were necessary; 100 kilowatt unit plants, complete from 
boilers to switchboards were designed to be used in multiples as
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needed, and supply not only e le ctr ic ity  "but steam for heat and 
testing bo ilers .
It was thought expedient to augment existing French 
power plants with such equipment as would round them out and prod­
uce best results, and so arrangements were made to provide addition, 
al equipment for a number of plants. Two 750 kilowatt steam engine 
sets in the power plants at Mazieres, near Bourges, were removed 
and replaced by a 5000 kilowatt steam turbo-generator with the ex­
pectancy of insta lling a similar unit at a later date. Additional 
boilers were also added and the whole completed more expeditiously 
than i f  an entirely new plant were b u ilt . A 5,000 kilowatt plant 
at Bordeaux, the construction of which had been halted by the out­
break of h o s t ilit ie s  was pushed to completion for use in furnishiiqg 
the 5500 kilowatts required in that d is tr ic t . A 13,000 volt, three 
phase underground cable connected this plant with the existing 
system of the Energie Electrique du Sud-Ouest and was continued on 
to the American substation, making a total length of six m iles.
A 1,000 kilowatt steam plant was purchased in Spain and was to be 
installed as a standby unit had not the signing of the armistice 
caused a halt.
Additional boilers were added to the St.Nazaire plant 
which already contained su fficient engine and generating capacity; 
new boilers were likewise added to the power plant at Chateauroux 
which was to provide power for the Anglo-American tank factory, 
storage yards, andcamp in that v ic in ity . Assistance was given the 
Compagnie Continentale Edison of Nevers in completing a 6,000 k ilo­
watt plant at Fourchambault (Garchizy) from which 2,500 kilowatts 
were supplied to the car repair shops at Nevers, and a ll necessary
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power to the 10,000 bed hospitals at Mesves and at Mars. A number 
of contracts providing additions of various items to a large number 
of plants was made; practica lly  every contract for power between 
the United States forces and French power plant owners called for 
material assistance by the former in some form or another either 
in plant equipment, increased coal supply, or financial or moral 
support in buying necessary equipment.
As the number of United States projects with increasing 
power demands continued to grow it  became impracticable to locate 
them in reference to existing power sources. A program for the 
building of independent plants either to replace temporary plants 
or to supply future projects was adopted. Standard 250 and 500 
kilowatt steam plants complete in units including engine, generator; 
switch board, boilers and a ll accessories were designed with the 
idea of purchasing the equipment in the states and setting up 
su fficient units to give required power. D ifficu lty  was encount­
ered in locating the required material and it  was necessary to 
take whatever was available . A number of plants, more or less 
complete, were removed from towns in the advanced areas where 
their safety was jeopardized, and a few were purchased in England 
and in Spain.
A 3,500 kilowatt plant was purchased in England to be 
installed at La Rochelle for supplying power to the docks, storage 
yards, and camps in that: v icin ity , but only a portion of i t  had 
been delivered at the time of the signing of the armistice. It 
was found that by reducing the temperature of the storerooms, icing 
of meat in transport was unnecessary, and accordingly a large part 
of the output of the 750 kilowatt plant that had been installed
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in  the r e f r ig e r a t in g  p la n t  a t  G ievres was a v a ila b le  f o r  use on the 
G ievres-R om orantin  p r o je c t ,  A 750 k ilo w a t t  steam p la n t  o f  the 
lo co m o tiv e  type was purchased second hand in  Spain and in s t a l le d  
a t Rom orantin; th is  p la n t  was on ly  p a r t i a l l y  com pleted a t the 
s ig n in g  o f  the a r m is t ic e , hut was a v a i la b le  f o r  power a t a la t e r  
d a te .
To supply the 450 kilowatts needed at the Motor Construct­
ion and Repair park at Verneuil near Cercy-la-Tour, a Diesel o il  
engine plant supplying direct current was designed; on account of 
the im possibility of securing a su fficient supply of fuel o il  this 
plant was never shipped from the United States; in its  place a 
plant consisting of two 400 kilowatt 220 volt direct durrent, 
turbo-generators and auxiliary equipment was purchased and in sta ll­
ed, For a temporary plant during the construction of a permanent 
one, eighteen 25 kilowatt gasoline sets were used, A number of 
smaller semi-permanent installations consisting mostly of gasoline 
driven sets were employed to good advantage at other places.
The net work of French transmission lines was operated 
at a variety of voltages and at a current density ordinarily 
much higher than obtained in good American practice. With the 
additional load required by the American Expeditionary Forces the 
transmission lines, transformers, and equipment were soon more 
badly taxed that the station equipment. High voltage equipment 
of a ll kinds was extremely d if f ic u lt  of procurement in France and 
had to be secured mostly in the United States, The m ultip licity  
of voltages and the variation in the standard frequency from our 
own greatly complicated the transformer problem, A rush to buy up 
a ll available transformers in France irrespective of size or
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condition was made but this supply did not su ffice , A requisition 
for 8000 kilowatts of transformers in varying sizes and necessary 
switches and fuses was made in June, 1918, and an order placed both 
in Washington and in Europe, but v e r y  l i t t l e  of this amount was 
available at the cessation of h o s t il it ie s . The insulator pin 
problem which was complicated somewhat by the difference between 
French and United States insulators was largely solved by the 
engineer shops manufacturing these pins from wood cut in France,
A nine mile, duplicate three phase, 30,000 volt line 
was to be constructed by the French between Bourges and Mehun for 
the purpose of insuring a reliable power supply for the Ordnance 
Repair Shops located at the la tter place. These lines were started 
by the French but completed by the United States sold iers. On 
account of the d ifficu lty  in securing transformers the lines were 
operated at 5000 volts, but were required to deliver only 2,500 
kilowatts. To u tiliz e  the power secured from the refrigerating 
plant, from the temporary plant at Romorantin, and from an unre­
liab le  French power plant at B lois p ractica lly  twelve miles of 
three phase transmission line were b u ilt to serve the Gievres- 
Romonantin project, and operated at 5,000, 10,000 and 15,000 volts 
at various sections. A three mile, three phase, 30,000 volt line
II was built by the United States forces to serve the 10,000 bed 
hospital at Beaune from a local source. A twenty-eight mile, 
40,000 volt line was designed and practica lly  completed for supply­
ing the 10,000 bed hospital at A llerey. Thirty miles of 13,000 
volt three phase line were built to serve the 20,000 bed hospitals 
at Mesves and Mars, and railroad car repair shops at Nevers from 
the French plant at Fourchambault (Garchizy). A ten mile 30,000
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volt, three phase line from Chateaureux to serve the Anglo-American 
tank fadtory at Heuvy pailloux was contemplated hut not completed. 
In a ll , one hundred and twenty-five miles of three phase trans­
mission line of which twenty-five miles were 40,000 volt, twenty 
miles 30,000 volts, and eighty miles 5 and 10,000 volts were 
designed for  the Service of Supplies but only about f i f t y  percent 
of this amount was actually completed at the signing of the 
armistice.
Local distribution lines in c it ie s  and camps were install­
ed by the mile and existing local lines rehabilitated to give in­
creased capacity. Underground cable is extensively used for local 
distribution systems in Prance, and its  use tended to retard pro­
gress as i t  was extremely d if f ic u lt  of procurement. Overhead 
equipment was used where possible inasmuch as our Porestry Troops 
cut poles in the French forests, and insulators and wire could he 
secured in Prance,
The Signal Corps established communications between a ll 
units in the Service of Supplies either by adaptation of French 
lines and equipment, or by the construction of new lin es. Due to 
restrictions imposed by the Ministre de l ’ Armament on materials foi 
repairs and new construction, telephone service over French systems 
at the time the United States entered the war was very poor. The 
difference in language placed additional burdens on the French sys­
tems with the coming of the Americans. An attempt was at f ir s t  
made to u tilize  existing French lines and equipment in the Service 
of Supplies, and employ French speaking operators, brought from 
the States, for handling the tr a ffic  of our forces. This method 
proved inadequate especially in and between large centers, and so
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new construction was determined upon.
French lines were constructed to connect Paris, Chaumont 
(General Pershing's headquarters), Tours (Headquarters, S.O.S.) 
and headquarters of the more important sections of the Service of 
Supplies, one or more lines being bu ilt as needed. Standard one- 
or two-position boards with central station energy were used on 
these lines, and fa c i l i t ie s  equal to any long-distance system in 
the United States provided. Exchanges were established at each 
headquarters for handling the tr a ffic  from those headquarters, 
these being in charge of operators selected for special a b ility  
from a large number of applicants in the States, and transported 
and cared for by the Signal Corps. Where i t  was necessary to 
switch onto French lin es, bi-lingual operators were used.
In camps and more temporary places, magneto ringing 
and private battery energy apparatus was used. Portable f ie ld  
sets were used in many places, although a large amount o f stand­
ard Western E lectric o ff ic e  phones and equipment was imported 
from the United States.
In order to properly operate exclusive United States 
Army trains, as was done over several of the French railroads, 
telegraph and signal lines had to be built and maintained. This 
work was done in conjunction with railroad signal men, but i t  
f e l l  to the lo t  of our men to do much of the actual work, practic­
a lly  a continuous line from Chaumont to the base ports was 
constructed and maintained, with army operators handling the 
keys.
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V -  ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES IN DEVASTATED COUNTRIES
_______ AFTER THE CLOSE OF HOSTILITIES________
The cessation of h o s tilit ie s  necessitated the slowing 
up of projects that had "been laid  out on an assumption of several 
years more of war, the closing up of contracts that had "been made 
and only partia lly  executed, the disposition of the vast stores 
accumulated in anticipation of a long drawn out con flict and aug­
mented by numerous ill-adv ised  purchases, and the return of the 
two-million men to the United States, together with the determina^- 
tion of a definite and adequate peace policy  and necessary measures 
connected therewith. On account of the withdrawal of many a llied  
ships from our service, the return of the soldiers to the States 
could not he effected for eight months or more. It was according­
ly  necessary to continue some projects to completion, especially 
those involving camp fa c i l i t ie s  and means for salvaging used 
materials. E lectrical contracts were especially d if f ic u lt  of 
settlement as practically  a ll of them involved additions to 
plants in some form or another, and the manufacturer had to he 
compensated for materials partia lly  completed, and the power plant 
owners for alterations made. It was at f ir s t  thought advisable to 
use American materials and American soldier-labor in reconstruct­
ing devastated France, hut the materials in storage proved unfit 
according to French standards. American methods were opposed to 
the slow, easy-going, bu ild -to -last-forever French methods, and 
French labor interests objected to the employment of foreign labor; 
accordingly e fforts  were confined to the dismantling of a few of 
the installations made during the war. The morale of the troops 
dropped decidedly, although strenuous e fforts  were made to provide
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entertainment, and opportunity for study and travel to o ffse t this 
drop in morale.
Ma teria l scattered throughout Prance on the various 
projects and in depots was centralized in the three depots at 
Gievres, Chateauroux, and Montoir. Prom these points, sales were 
to he made to the Prench people and to A llied governments, ship­
ments were to he made to the stricken d is tr icts  in the Balkans, 
and reshipment of some goods to the United States effected . Due 
to opposition or to lack of fa c il i t ie s  of one kind or another, 
a ll of these means of disposing of the materials proved inadvis­
able. The disposition of a ll supplies and equipment, and a ll 
installations of our army in Prance was placed under control of a 
civ ilian  finance committee hy whom an agreement was reached with 
the Prench government whereby the la tter took over everything as 
it  stood at a price fixed hy a jo in t committee from the two govern, 
ments. Whenever a d is tr ict was vacated hy the Americans, a Prench 
o ffice r  signed a receipt for the stores, equipment and property 
remaining, and thus the evacuation of Prance hy our forces was 
effected in much less time than was at f ir s t  anticipated.
Peace negotiations started the month after the close of 
h o s t ilit ie s ; it  soon developed that the most contentious question 
was that of reparation for actual damage done hy the Germans. The 
total claims of the A llies for physical losses experienced hy each 
were more than Germany could he expected to pay int several gener­
ations. The United States having entered the war cm principle 
rather than for gain was called upon to act as arbitrator to
determine the relative merits of the various claims. An engineer-
of
ing department composed/practically 500 o ffice rs , familiar with
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the e v a lu a tio n  o f  a l l  c la s s e s  o f  p ro p e r ty  from  v e g e ta b le  gardens 
to  sugar r e f in e r i e s  and chosen from  a l l  p a r ts  o f  the American 
E x p ed ition a ry  F o rce s , supplem ented by a la r g e  s t a f f  o f  c l e r i c a l  
a s s is t a n t s ,  in te r p r e t e r s ,  and a tten d a n ts , was form ed at P a r is ,  
and branches e s ta b lis h e d  in  a l l  A l l i e d  c o u n tr ie s , f o r  the purpose 
o f  determ in in g  the a c tu a l damage done. F ig u res  o b ta in e d  by the 
departm ent f o r  damages in  France agreed so c l o s e ly  w ith  th ose  
p resen ted  by French a u th o r it ie s  th at the work was not undertaken 
in  any o f  the o th er  c o u n tr ie s .
An im portant s e c t io n  o f  the departm ent a t P a r is  was 
concerned w ith  the e v a lu a tio n  o f  damage done to the p u b lic  u t i l ­
i t i e s  o f  F rance. This damage was co n fin ed  v ery  la r g e ly  to  the 
e leven  departm ents ( o r  s ta te s )  o f  A isn e , Marne, Meurthe e t  M o se lle , 
Ardennes, Meuse, S e in e , Seine e t Marne, pas de C a la is , Nord, Haute 
Marne, Somme, and V osges, the one most im portant ce n te r  b e in g  
grouped about L i l l e ,  R oubaix, and Turcoing, in  the Departm ent o f  
the N ord. R e lia b le  in form a tion  con cern in g  the p u b lic  u t i l i t i e s  
was d i f f i c u l t  to  o b ta in  from  the main o f f i c e s  o f  com panies a t 
P a r is .  I t  was n e ce ssa ry , th e r e fo r e ,  to  send out f i e l d  p a r t ie s  to 
secure n ecessa ry  in fo rm a tion  f i r s t  hand, a lth ough  time a v a ila b le  
f o r  the work was s h o r t .
Centers c o n ta in in g  p u b lic  u t i l i t y  p r o p e r t ie s  r e p re se n t­
ing the m a jo r ity  o f  the t o t a l  investm ent in  the d ev a sta ted  area  
were chosen  f o r  in v e s t ig a t io n .  E v a lu a tors  v i s i t e d  th ese  p la c e s ,  
p la ce d  a va lu e  on the o r ig in a l  p r o p e r ty , p ro p e r ty  rem aining, and 
damage done, as n ea rly  as cou ld  be determ ined from the ev id en ce  at 
hand. In form a tion  as to  the s iz e  o f  the o r ig in a l  in s t a l la t io n ,  
earn ings b e fo r e  the war, expenses o f  o p e ra t io n , q u an tity  o f  ou tpu t,
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and net earnings was secured where possible. These surveys were 
made hastily and based largely on averages and generalities, with 
the idea of arriving at general averages over the entire area.
From Information obtained by a ll f ie ld  parties sent out by the 
department, percent-of-damage zones were established and the same 
proportion of damage assumed for a ll u t il it ie s  within a given 
zone. The total prewar valuation, 1919 valuation (undamaged) 
percent of damage, loss  in earnings, and amount of unpaid interest 
and securities were computed for a ll  u t i l i t ie s  affected . It was 
found that the number and value of plants actually existing 
before the war were more than double any published figures. 
Revision of estimates accordingly resulted in a virtual check 
with French figures for damage done to e lectr ica l u t i l i t ie s . 
Telephone and telegraph figures were more easily checked, as the 
French government owns and controls these systems. Ultimate 
computations tended to confirm the French claim for damages done 
to them.
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VI - CONCLUSIONS
The war has pointed out to us many weaknesses, has 
le f t  us with a broader vision, a realization of our greatness and 
of the duty we owe to the world. The devastated nations of Europe 
are in a deplorable condition - resources shattered, manpower 
diminished, and sp irits  broken. Prance, Belgium, and Serbia have 
been ravaged, their best manufacturing communities badly crippled, 
and their supplies of raw material diminished. But the coming of 
the Americans with their endless supplies, m illions of men, and 
dominating sp irit of forwardness, le f t  a strong impression in the 
minds of the stricken nations and awakened in them a new rea liz­
ation of world democracy. Our efficiency  methods, large scale 
production ideas, and centralization of power have only begun to 
be imitated by these people, and the imitations mean a demand for 
more American ideas, methods, and goods, and so more trade.
Within our own country, the war found us so utterly 
unprepared that the lesson cannot but have been an impressive one. 
Preparedness - the abolition of o f f ic ia l  red tape - centralization 
of power and authority - an awakening of national conscience - 
and these are the ideals that the engineering profession, and 
the e lectr ica l trade in particular, have been advocating and 
adopting as their standards for the last decade.
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APPENDIX MAM
INDEX PRICES OF ELECTRICAL MATERIALS PURCHASED
IN FRANCE IN 1918. (F.O.B. PLANT)
WIRE
NO. 8 B.&S. Bare Copper Per 1000 f t .  $ 15.30
" 6
f f  « f f f f f 24.06
" 4
f t  ft f t I f 37.50
ft 14 M Weatherproof solid M 15.00
ft 12 f f ft II f l 16.65
It 10 ft f f Stranded I f 21.04
If 8 I f It Solid f f 27. 80
f f 8 f f II Stranded f l 28.60
II 6 f f f f Solid f f 46.80
ft 4 I f f f Stranded I f 6 2.40
ft 2 II f f Solid II 89.10
ft 2 f f I f Stranded f f 92.05
« f 0 I f I f Solid II 129.50
f l 0 If I f Stranded f f 142.00
TRANSFORMERS
10 K v a ."dO00/200-115 volt O.C. 50 cycle single phase 367.00
25 f t f f f f  f f f t 514.00
50 «t II I f I f  f f i t 954.00
100 f f f f f f ft  II i t 1376.00
150 » f 5000/220-12? f f  I f 99 2185.00
10 f t 10000/200-115 f f  f t f f 370.00
25 f f f f II I f  II 19 455.00
50 99 f f f f 99 f f 91 1010.00
100 f t f t f f I f  I f f f 1470.00
150 f f 10000/220-127 f f  f t f f 2245.00
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TRAITSFOKMERS - CONT*D
225 KVA. 10000/220-12? Volt 0. C. 50 cycle single phase $3425.00 
MOTORS
" T O ,  A.C. 50 cycle 3 phase 220 v. 1450 r.p.m. 256.50
10 f t H It « M « 404.00
50 f» N H H II 750 r.p.m. 1285.00
5 19 D«rC. 115 v. 1380 rpm. 395.00
10 II H t i 1450 " 514.00
GASOLINE ENGINE SETS
6 KW. Engine and Generator 115 v. d .c . mounted on frame
complete with switchboard, tank and accessories 863.00
15 KW. Ditto 3200.00
25 KW. Ditto 4700.00
LAMPS
25 Watt 110 v. Mazda each .37
100 w M Gas F illed 1.84
WOODEN POLES 
25 'Ft. x 5 inch top 9.15
27 " x 5 M 10.10
33 " x 6 " " 12.85
39 " x 8 "  » 13.75
TURBO- GENERATORS 
2660 l . p  ,m. , • 8 P i 214 Kg/cm steam pressure,
325° C superheat -  3 phase 50 cycles2100 volts
complete with condenser and piping, F.O.B. Factory 7^500.00
1400 KW. Ditto 54,35000
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INDEX PRICES OP TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND MATER-
IALS, F.O.B. PLANT IN PRANCE
SWITCHBOARDS - STANDARD P.T.T. MODELS
1913 1917
25 Line Switchboards $106,50 $293.50
50 n  " 171.80 495.00
100 " " 245.50 642.00
TELEPHONE SETS (FRENCH MANUFACTURE)
1914 1919
Homophone Wall Type complete with cord $ 15.05 $ 37.60
Extra Watchcase Receiver 1.38 4.04
Telephone Desk Set Homophone Type complete
with cord 15.95 42.00
(AMERICAN MANUFACTURE, IMPORTED)
1914 1919
Telephone Desk Stand with extension set
complete with cords $ 12.85 $ 31.20
Telephone Wall Set (metal) with micro­
telephone, hand set complete with cord 11.00 30.30
Ditto Desk Set 11.95 33,00
Telephone Wall set (metal) with solid  back
Transmitter and B ells, Receiver, complete
with cords 11.00 29.40
WIRE
1914 1918 1919
Bare, hard drawn, sizes No, 4-
15, base price per 100 lbs.$16«70 # 47.90 $ 39.10
paper insulated, lead covered
Cable per mile
1 pair Copper Wire #18 B&S 33.90 — 100.00
WIRE - CONT1!)
paper Insulated., lead covered
Cable per mile
7 Pair Copper Wire #18 B&S
28 ft I f ft If
56 ft I f f t f f
112 tt M If f f
224 ft f l f f f f
1914 1918 1919
$ 78.60 $265.00
185.00 577.00
303.00 965.00
525.00 1525.00
893.00 2635.00
r -i-appekdix "B"
NO.
I
location
gttfiTION NO.
1 Angerb
2 Coetquidon
3 Donges
4 Fromentine
5 Guer
6 La liartin iere
7 L a n d es-de-Bargaron
8 Loe Mariaquer
9 M alestroit
10 Kaucon
11 Montoir
12 Nantes
13 pare de Mean
14 saumur
15 Savenay
16 S t .je a n -d e s -M o n te s
17 St.Nazaire
18 St.Maxient
BASE SECTION NO. 2
1 Bassens
2 Bordeaux
3 Cazoux
4 Dax
5 Le corneau
6 Libourne
7 Limoges
8 Lormont
9 p au illac
10 periqueux
11 Souge
12 St.Loubes
13 St.Sulpioe
14 Sursol
15 Vauclaire
BASE SECTION NO. 4 
1 Le Havre
BASE SECTION NO. 5
1 Brest
2 Guiparas
3 Laterwraoh
4 St.H iveal
BASE SECTION NO. 6
1 Miramas
2 M a rse ille
BASE SECTION NO. 7
1 A ig r e fe u ille
2 La Rochelle
3 Rochefort
4 La p o ll ic e
5 Talmont
1 clich y
2 V e rsa ille s
department
Maine et L oire
Morbihan
L o ire -in ferieu re
Vendee
M orbihan
Loire-inferieure
Ille-Villiane
M orbihan
M orbihan
Morbihan
Loire-inferieure
Loire-inferieure
Loire-inferieure
Maine e t L oire
Loire-inferieure
Vendee
Loire-inferieure
Deux Serres
Gironde
Gironde
Gironde
Landes
GIRONDE
Gironde
Haute Vienne
Gironde
Gironde
Dardogne
Gironde
Gironde
Gironde
G ironde
Dardogne
F in istere
F in istere  2
F in istere  2
F in istere
Bouches du Rhone 
Bouches du Rhone
Charante Inferieure  
Charente in ferieure ]0O 
Charante Inferieure  
Charante Inferieure  
Charente Inferieu re
SOURCE
, french total
121
110
HOSP]hospita^ beds a  v ia tio n  field s  
BASE CAlU PR. GENL.SQ.FT. PR.
T»nwKD REQUIREMENTS FOR._Si O ^ _ J £ A N C T ^ A SE1F4
CAHPS docks warehouses open storage pumping PR.
KIND PR. KIND
SCHOOLS „
COVERED 
PR. SQ. FT. PR. SQ. FT.PR. SQ.FT.
PR. Normal F ire
510
295
200
117
510
395
200
160
100
133
2435
1002
186
110
100
192
600 81
13,000
Ord.Rpr. 25 Ar t /5 
Art 100
535 5
4000 1
10 750000 30
12000 3 10000 1
700 7 31,000 10
I r t  100 260000 40 20 4200000
150 7042000 100 200 250
75 65
160000 10
1000 145 Laundry
Loco. 200
Art 60
l 2200 2471
1 300 33
A eria l
Bakery
M.-T.S.
50
50
25 540000 90 700 500000 30
100 100
A viatn . 10
240 4
2000 150000 10 45
45
Laundry
R e fr ig .
110
200 430000 7C 480000 20
176 212
) 2500 716
4 ,000 10
Bakery 50 12000
8000
E
£!
p o s s ib le  Docks 
p o s s ib le  Base Replacement 
p o s s ib le  Docks 
p o s s ib le  Base Replacement
100# Complete
Refrigeration probably s e l f  contained (150 K.W
186
no
100
292
133
900 10
1000 20
5000 1200 162  
600 6
Ordnance
Ordnance 25 2400
665000
1
100
12000
186000
1
10
100
2 M .T .S . 25 Art 150
1236000 50
540000 30
96000 15 1313000 50 7000000
3.0000 5 116000 10
40
15
50 315000 15
A r
150
526
150
626
Seine
Se ine
50
5
1 A llerey Saone et Loire
350 350
2 B lo is L o ir e -e t-c h e r
96 96
3 Cerey-la-Tour Nievre
430 430
4 Chateauroux Indre 100
1035 1135
5 Cheneviere Indre
97
6 Clermont Ferrand puy-de-Dame
97
7 Cosne Nievre 1
1
8 E ta is Vonne
100 100
9 Gievres L o ire-et-C h er 100
780 880
10 Grigny Seine et Oise
15 15
11 ISoudun Indre
328 JU5P
12 jo u e -le s  Tours
Indre et L oire 60 60
13 Lachapelle Cher
30 30
14 La Courtine Creuse
15 Le Mans Sarthe
50 50
16 Mars Nievre
670 670
17 Mehun Cher
7180 7180
18 Mesves N ievre
340 340
19 Montierchaume Indre
20 Neuvy p a illo u x Indre
21 Nevers Nievre 1528 1528
22 Nexon Haute Vienne 100 100
23 Orleans Loire 180 180
24 P o it ie r s Vienne
25 Pont de C la is Isere 10 10
26 Rion Saone et Loire 3 3
27 Romorantin Loire et Cher 209 300 509
28 S elles -su r-C h er L oire  et Cher 65 65
29 St.Aignon . L oire  et Cher 3 3
30 S t.P ie rre  des Corps Indre et Loire 150 60 210
31 Tours Indre et L oire 410 410
32 V erneuil Nievre
33 Vichy A llie r 90 90
ADVANCE SECTION
1 Amanty Meuse 31 31
2 Andelot Haute Marne 50 50
3 A u tre v ille Vosges 12 12
4 Bar sur Aube Aube 6 6
5 Bar sur Seine Aube
6 B a z o ille s Vosges 355 355
7 Beaune Cote d'Or
8 Bourbonne le e  Bains Haute Marne 5 5
9 Bourg Ain 50 50
10 Bourmont Haute Marne 6 6
11 Challndrey Haute Marne no no
12 Chassigny Haute Marne 81 81
13 C h ateau villian Haute Marne 100 94 194
14 C h a tillo n -su r -S ein e Cote d'Or 100 28 128
15 Chaumont Haute Marne 100 53 153
16 C olom b y-les-B elles Meurthe et M oselle  85 85
17 C on trexeville Vosges 75 75
18 Delouse Meuse 21 21
19 Demonge Meuse 2 2
ADVANCE SECTION (CONT'D)
20 Dijon Cote d'Or 208 208
21 D oulaincourt Haute Marne 10 10 —
22 Epinal Vosges 100 100
23 Gondrecourt Meuse 62 62
24 Haussimont Marne 35 35
25 Humes Haute Marne 6 6
26 I s -s u r -T i l le Cote d'Or 1013 1013
27 Jonchery Haute Marne 140 140
28 La C orcelles Haute Marne 5 5
29 La Fauche Haute Marne 10 10
30 Langres Haute Marne 100 200 300
31 L if fo l-le -G r a n d Vosges 156 156
32 M a illy Aube 200 61 261
33 M a ize v ille Meurthe e t M oselle
34 Mondres Haute Marne 15 15
35 Montigny Haute Marne 156 156
36 Mont igny-sur-Aub e Cote d'Or
10000 2000 350 
2000 40
y w ' olVC/iAf 
60
240100 6
Laundry 20 300000 60 4794000 150
Ordnance 15 2400 1 11600 1
24192 1
Engrs. 400 
Signal C. 70
prison  40 
214000 50 4418000 150
15
A viation  200 292000 75 690000 30
100
100
20000 2500 670
10000 2000 340
Ordnance 7000
Car .Rep.1500
Bakery 150
p o s s ib le  h o s p ita l  s i t e
•\
Salvage  
60 R e fr ig .
150
15
870000 15q 
B i l l e t s  5<j
250000 6C 
, 120 Caserne 19C
52000
200000
50000
p o s s ib le  camp s i t e
6905 1560 210 
10000 2200 345 
225 5
500
300
151
1000
406600 100 151000 10
280000 70 16000 1
2nd
Corps 25
750000 185 40000 3
Ordnance 25 
15 A viation  50
Gas 50 
Search­
lig h t  10
24000 6 
35000 9 14000 1
11 27400 7 40000
2
20000 2
(Laundry 110 
(R e fr ig .
— (Bakery 25 
( CamouflgelO
Art 10
91000 23 ^187000 10
300 6
Ordnance 25
300 6
(Ordnance 100
150 3 — (Engr. 350 
(Bakery 250
240 5
318 10
2000 1900 80 Laundry 30
300 6
313 7 Ordnance 250
1 s t
Corps 55
10i327400 100 
113400 20
Army 25 339000 90
500000 120 
14000 4
1405000
271950
100
20
100
100
p o ss ib le  laundry
P o ssib le  laundry
SHOPS
u.s
375000 70
4600 900 144
7 ,700
100
120 2
100 150
5000 2710 200
37 217
140 3
Ammuni­
tio n
D iv.
409327650000 150
A .S .
25 Assembly 460000300!
M .T.S .
:
: .114
3000
30
Art 10
Art
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APPENDIX WDM
BOILER TESTS ON ELECTRIC PLANT AT 
TOURS (INDRE ET LOIRE) 
DESCRIPTION OE PLANT
BOILERS
Name Niclause Babcock Babcock Total
Number 3 4 1 6
Heating surface - sq.meters 106 170.2 292 1290.8
- sq .feet 1140 1830 3145 13900
Grate surface - sq.meters 4 4.2 4.2 3 3
-  sq. feet 43 45 45 355
Working pressure- Kg/sq.Cm- 12 13 15
- Ib s /sq .in . 170 185 215
Ratio of heating surface to 1 1 1grate surface 26.5 48.51 69.5'
STACK Placed between the Niclause and Babcock boilers
Diam. at bottom - 2,5 meters (8.25 f t . )
Diam. at top - 2.0 meters (6.56 f t . )
Height -  35 meters (115 f t . )
Will handle, by Kent’ s formula, 1250 B.H.P*
BREACHING 
STEAM HEADERS 
COOLING TOWERS
Area -  26 sq. f t .
2 in parrallel 180 mm (7M) diam.
1 -  Capacity of 200 cu. meters per hour)
(16,900 gals)
1 - Capacity of 600 cu. meters per hour)
(33,800 gals)
—11.^ .^ *- ROOM 3 - 550 K.W. cross-compound engines - condensin
1 - 1000 K.W. turbo-generator -  condensing
CONDENSERS All condensers located below the machines in
basement.
They are of contact type.
Vacuum 25M-26M mercury.
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PLANT PERFORMANCE
Date Jan 9 July 19 Jan 4 Jan 29 Feb 5
1917 1917 1918 1918 1918
BOILERS - TOTAL QUANTITIES
Coal Burned - Kgs 34.000 34,000 55,000 63,000 55POOLbs 74,800 74,800 121,000 138,500 122,00(p
Kind of Coal -  English 100^ ■» «i «S
- French - - - 55 55% 55%- Coke - - - 4 5 % 45% 4 5
Boiler Hours -  192 Max. 126 168 192 16 2- of capacity 65.6 87.5 100 84.4
Water Evaporated - cu.meters 256 260 315 149- 1000 Lbs. 565 574 696 329
Factor of Evaporation - Approx. 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Equivalent Evaporation - 1000# 679 690 836 395
AVERAGE PRESSURES & TEMPERATURES
Steam Pressure - Max.-Kg/sq.cm 13 13 12.9 13.1 13
-L bs/sq .in . 184 184 183 186 184
Steam Pressure-Min-Kg/sq.cm. 11 10 9.1 8.0 4.9-Lbs Lbs/sq.in . 156 140 129 114 70
Temperature of Feed Water N o R e c o r d
oTemperature of Steam - C. 262 270 245 245- °F. 502 517 472 472
Temperature in last pass of
Boiler _ °c. 310 310 310- °F. 590 590 590
BOILER RESULTS
Average Boiler h.P. 820 830 1010 476
Sq. Ft. of Heating Surface/BHP 11.2 14.8 13.9 25.0
Coal per Sq. Ft. of Grate-Lbs 13.3 16.2 16.2 16.8
Coal per B.H.P. - Lbs. 3.8 6.1 5.7 10,6
Lbs. of Water per Lbs. of Coal 7.6 4.6 5.0 5.1
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PLANT PERFORMANCE (CONCX,*D)
Date Jan 9 July 19 Jan 4 Jan 29 Peb 5
1917 1917 1918 1918 1918
TURBINES
Vacuum - inches of mercury 26.0 27.0 26.5
Total K.W.H. Output 18,532 16,920 18,042 20,627 18,348
Maximum Load - K.W. 1820 1550 1700 1850
- Time - P.M. 5 {30 5:30 7:30 7:30
RESULTS PROM TOTAL PLANT
Coal per K.W.H. - Lbs 4.0 4.4 6.7 6.7 6.6
Water per K.W.H. - Lbs 30.5 31.8 33.7 34.0
NOTE; The figure for the water evaporated on February 5th seems 
to "be incorrect.
REMARKS:
In 1918, wide fluctuations of steam pressure have been 
noticeable v iz ., from 5 to 8 Kg./sq.cm. (70-110 lb s /sq .in .)  
Cards of a year ago varied quite regularly between 11 and 
13 kgs. (156-185 Ib s ./s q .in .)
Poorer grade of coal is shown by increase of coal burned 
per H.P. hr.

